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Impacted advice 
• Product Grant and Benefit Ruling PGBR 2012/1 Product Stewardship 

(Oil) Benefit: the meaning of the expression 'goods produced from 
used oil' and the terms 'filtered', 'de-watered', and 'de-mineralised' for 
the purposes of the Product stewardship for oil benefit scheme 

Précis 
Outlines the ATO’s response to this case concerning entitlement to benefits under 
the Product Stewardship (Oil) Act 2000 (PSO Act) for the recycling of diesel 
contaminated through use as a solvent or hydraulic medium. The key issue 
considered by the Federal Court was whether diesel is a petroleum based oil for the 
purposes of the PSO Act. 
 

Brief summary of facts 
The taxpayer imports, stores and sells petroleum products and is registered for 
entitlement to benefits under the PSO Act. It uses diesel in connection with refinery 
operations as a solvent to flush crude oil and petroleum products through shipping 
tanks and pipelines; and as a medium to push inspection devices through pipelines. 
This diesel becomes contaminated and must be refined to meet fuel quality 
standards before it is sold as automotive diesel fuel in Australia. 
The taxpayer’s claim for benefits for recycling and sale of contaminated diesel under 
the PSO Act was disallowed by the Commissioner. 
 

Issues decided by the Court 
The issue in this case concerned whether diesel is a petroleum based oil for the 
purposes of the PSO Act. 



The term ‘oils’ is defined under subsection 6(1) of the PSO Act to mean, among other 
things: 

(a) petroleum based oils (including lubricant base oils; prepared lubricant 
additives containing carrier oils; lubricants for engines, gear sets, pumps and 
bearings; greases; hydraulic fluids; brake fluids; transmission oils; and 
transformer and heat transfer oils); 

(b) synthetic equivalents of goods covered by paragraph (a); 

… 

The Court found that diesel is a ‘petroleum based oil’ within the meaning of 
subsection 6(1) of the PSO Act, concluding that Parliament did not intend the words 
in brackets to be an exhaustive list of petroleum based oils for the purposes of the 
PSO Act. The Court rejected the Commissioner’s construction of the term ‘oils’ to 
exclude petroleum based oils that are primarily for use as fuel and held that there 
was no evident reason to exclude recycled diesel from the scope of the PSO Act 
because its primary use is as a fuel. 
 

ATO view of decision 
The ATO accepts that it was reasonably open to the Court to find that diesel is a 
‘petroleum based oil’ within the meaning of subsection 6(1) of the PSO Act. 
The ATO (in consultation with the Department of Environment and Energy) is 
assessing the impacts of the decision on the effectiveness and sustainability of the 
Product Stewardship for Oil program. 
The ATO is also considering any implications of the decision for the classification of 
diesel under the Schedule to the Excise Tariff Act 1921 where that diesel is 
employed as a solvent or for some other non-fuel use in connection with refinery 
operations. 
 

Comments 
We invite you to advise us if you feel this decision has consequences we have not 
identified. Please forward your comments to the contact officer. 
 

Date issued: 13 December 2019 
Due date: 24 January 2020 
Contact officer: Contact officer details have been 

removed as the comments period 
has expired. 
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You are free to copy, adapt, modify, transmit and distribute this material as you wish (but not 
in any way that suggests the ATO or the Commonwealth endorses you or any of your 
services or products). 
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